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1 Abstract

The second Payment Services Directive (PSD2), a regulation for the EU banking

industry has become effective on 13 January 2018 under the shadow of GDPR. Offi-

cially known as Directive (EU) 2015/2366, PSD2 opens up payment markets for more

competition, asking banks to share data with third party service providers upon cus-

tomers’ requests, allowing bank customers to use third-party providers to manage their

finances.1 The implementation of this regulation will not only increase banks’ cost on

securing TPP(third party platform) access to customer account information but also in-

crease competition for financial services. Thus, taking security into consideration, the

European Commission also provided a instrumental regulation known as the ”technical

standards for strong customer authentication (SCA) and common and secure open stan-

dards of communication”. The regulation does not set any substantial technical guidelines

but set objective goals for companies to comply with. In this research paper, I want to

analyze the undergoing changes in technology that have taken/are taking place under

PDS2, as well as security measures third party platform need to take in order to comply

under the regulation.

2 Introduction

PSD2, also known as the second Payment Services Directive is based off on the first

Payment Services Directive (PSD1) which was established in 2007, and transposed into

national legislation by all EU and EEA member states by 2009. The establishment of

1Chin, Lawrence. https://researchcenter.paloaltonetworks.com/2017/06/psd2-cybersecurity-

professionals-can-prepare-new-banking-industry-regulation/
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PSD1 was in response to the emergence of payment service provider (e.g. paypal, square),

and the increasing popularity of online shopping and electronic payment in Pan-European

countries. PSD1 imposed regulations on payment service providers (legitimacy, standard

of fees involved etc.) and has a much narrow scope than PDS2.2

PSD2, targets the burgeoning fin-tech industry brought by the technology advance-

ment in the world. The three main changes of the directive are: 1) enlarge the scope of the

directive to include transactions where only 1 party is located in Europe Economic Zone.

2) Establish requirements concerning the security to protect customer (RTS). 3) Require

account service providers (e.g. traditional banks) to allow connections to their system

for payment service providers to retrieve account information and initiate payments on

behalf of customers. 3 To sum up, PSD2 increased transparency among financial insti-

tutions and provide huge opportunities to third party platforms, increase competition in

the payment market and encourage innovations in the market while at the same time

aiming to protect information security of customers.

3 To the community

Regulations are always legged behind technological innovations. In the last 10 years,

we have seen a rapid growth and innovation in the payment market, which barely exists

20 years ago. From Silicon Valley to Beijing, many technology companies are now trying

to compete in the financial world, disrupting the market and bringing positive changes

to our everyday life, which have also brought themselves under the radar of legislators.

Government institutions across the world are trying look for a solution to regulate this

burgeoning market while protecting innovation in the field. PSD2 is a solution that the

European Union provides. From the look of the regulation, the EU takes an extremely

open attitudes towards new technology, which basically demands open-banking, and it

almost seems that the EU is afraid of being left behind in the new wave global technolog-

ical advancement. There is no doubt that the open-banking system will pose more risks

for both payment services providers and account service providers. I think it is interest-

ing to look at this solution EU provides together with the regulatory requirements on

the security aspect. I would like to start a conversation about these requirements from

a technical point of view and what it means for players in the field to comply with these

requirements to protect our information.

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Payment Services Directive
3https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/psd2-taking-advantage-of-

open-banking-disruption
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4 A technological approach towards PSD2

In this section, I would like to dive into the regulatory document on security and

interpret the items, as well as the technical standards come up by the Berlin Group4 from

a technological point of view. Security topics discussed in this section are: transport

protocol, authentication protocol, inherent risk and mitigation of the use of REST API.

The Regulatory Technical Standards by the European Commis-

sion5

There are a two main aspects that the Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS) targets:

1) Account service provider to provide a secure APIs, protect user credentials during

authentication, and secure communication in the process. 2) Payment service provider

to require and implement SCA, detect unusual activities and fraud, and be exempt from

the SCA requirements in certain situation. Strong customer authentication is one of the

main focus for the regulation. SCA mandates PSPs to use a combination means of user

authentication to mitigate risks, and that all authentication measures remain independent

of each other – ”the breach of one of the elements does not compromise the reliability of

the other elements.”5

On the high level, some general approaches for both parties to comply with the reg-

ulations are: 1) Use HTTPS (HTTP + SSL/TLS) to encrypt all communications. 2) Use

proper encryption methods (e.g. SHA512) to secure user credentials. 3) Adopt different

authentication methodologies like endpoint device information, user biometric informa-

tion (fingerprints, faceID), and credentials to perform multiple layers of authentication.

We can even potentially test/adopt emerging technologies like machine learning/AI to

detect (flag) unusual user login behaviors. 4) Control the origin of the request by only

taking in request sent by trusted parties.

The Berlin Group

Because of technical neutrality principle adopted by the EU, and the rapid technology

upgrades in the technical world, it is not allowed or even practical for the European

Commission to name technologies to be used by companies. The Berlin Group6 is a pure

technical standardization body consists of most major players in the payment industry

in the pan-European countries. They come up with a set of technological standards in

4https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/c2914b e05c90dbfe4447149e36d48e1dd08339.pdf
5The original text of the regulation can be found here: http://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/level-2-

measures/psd2-rts-2017-7782 en.pdf
6https://www.berlin-group.org/
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response to PSD2 with a detailed technical specifications for all REST API calls that

may be needed. In doing so, it hopes to establish a standard among major institutions,

improving efficiency for anyone who wish to use their APIs.

Transport Protocol

As I have expected, the Berlin group suggests participant organizations to use

HTTPS protocol, TLS 1.2 to be specific as of November 20th 2018 when the most updated

standard came up. This leaves me wonder why they have not considered updating it to

TLS 1.3, as it is considered to be a lighter, faster and more secure encryption protocol.

According to SSL.com, TLS 1.3 is not only faster by requiring less handshakes to estab-

lish connections, but also get rid of defected encryption algorithms like MD5 and SHA17.

From the information I have found online, I believe that it will be a better practice for

them to use TLS 1.3 over TLS 1.2.

Authorization Protocol

In terms of authorization protocol, the Berlin group recommends OAuth2/redirected,

decoupled, and embedded. Each of these methods has its own strengths and vulner-

abilities which hackers can and have explored. Decoupled is the also known as two-

factor authentication, allowing user to authenticate using different devices and channels.

OAuth2/redirected method hides user credentials from third party platform and ask user

to directly initiate the request, while embedded means third party can initiate request on

behalf of the user and the whole process is fully automated. When compare embedded

to redirect, many people may assume that redirect is safer. The reality is that it actually

increases the phishing risk as the main phishing problem we are facing today is not fake

third party platforms but fake bank websites.8 On top of that, embedded method is a

faster and more convenient way for costumers so it will also enhance user experience. To

make it more secure, instead of relying on the somewhat outdated way such as redirect,

we can use decoupled-embedded approach, streamlining the payment process but also

adopting authentication methods that are truly independent from each other.

API: risk and mitigation

The use of API itself has its inherent risk just like any other technology. However,

as API is still quite new, not a lot of focus has been put on protecting API. For example,

despite growing popularity of mobile applications, mobile API managements often time

7https://www.ssl.com/blogs/need-know-tls-1-3/
8https://www.thepaypers.com/interviews/api-authentication-during-psd2-towards-an-inclusive-

approach/773432-38
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come under the general rules of an organization’s Web resources. Cloud Security Alliance

has identified Cloud API as the next battleground for DDoS attack, ”There is a lot

of focus on protecting the Website from DDoS or general attacks while neglecting to

prepare for an API disruption and its impact on mobile applications.”9 Thus, it is wise

for organizations to separate web and mobile API management, identify and monitor

the usage pattern of each channel and develop management strategy of each channel

independently. Separating mobile API host and web API host can also help organization

during DDoS attacks. As we know, there is no effective solutions against DDoS attacks

yet, and the attack of Web (mobile) host will not affect the use of the other.

Additionally, it is equally important for account service providers (API providers) to

ensure proper authentication, generate dynamic access token, enable cross origin access

control by only allowing trusted sources to make requests, handle request from third

party platforms properly (Never Trust User Input), monitor and cooperate with third

party platform to make sure the information is not misused or requested without users’

consent.

Lastly, a hidden factor is the open source libraries. The famous Heartbleed bug in

the OpenSSL cryptography library affecting OAuth2 and and OpenID has caused a lot of

damages as serves as a constant reminder that nothing is really that secure. We are too

dependent on open source libraries to walk away from it now, but organizations should

be aware of such a possibility and develop technology to defend their system when time

comes. I look forward to see how Machine Learning and AI can help detect unusual usage

patterns in order to mitigate all kinds of security risks.

5 Conclusion

As we have discussed in the paper, it is a big step for the EU to put such a regu-

lation on the payment market, enforcing an open-banking system. While it encourages

innovation and technology advancement in the EU, it also opens up risks if companies

failed to comply with RTS whether by mistake or on purpose. Thus, it is important for

organizations to choose the right and most suitable technology to use, be aware of the

potential risks of open source libraries, and monitor the system to be ready to defend

against any attacks. I look forward to following the impact of this regulation in the next

few years.

9https://blog.cloudsecurityalliance.org/2013/04/13/cloud-apis-the-next-battleground-for-denial-of-

service-attacks/
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